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We have made final design changes to improve the anode connections of the flat cylindrical cell. We have also begun fabrication of parts needed for the assembly of at least forty such cells to be delivered to the sponsor in the form of five 8-cell batteries for Laser Designator Applications. We have further investigated the safety of the flat cell during voltage reversal on GLID load at 3.2A and 20A. We also studied the rate capability retention of these cells after storage.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for the pulse discharge in the new GLLD duty cycle.

Figure 2. Schematic outline for the GLLD battery using 8 x 3" O.D. O.90" thick flat cells.

Figure 3. Lithium anode contact detail of finalized version of the flat cell.

Figure 4. Assembly stacking sequence for the flat cell.

Figure 5. Top of hermetically sealed flat cell showing G/M seal, nickel tab and fill tube.

Figure 6. Photo of final version of flat cell with a vented cell.

Figure 7. Performance of a fresh flat cell with new design on the GLLD test at room temperature.

Figure 8. Performance of a fresh flat cell with new design on the GLLD test at room temperature.

Figure 9. Performance of a fresh flat cell with old cell design on the GLLD test at room temperature.

Figure 10. Performance of a flat cell with new design on GLLD test after 2.5 days at 72°C.

Figure 11. Performance of a flat cell with new design on GLLD test at room temperature after 5 days at 72°C.

Figure 12. Performance of a flat cell with new design on GLLD test at room temperature after 5 days at 72°C.
Figure 13. Performance of a flat cell with new design on GLLD test at room temperature after 5 days at 72°C.

Figure 14. Behavior of a flat cell during voltage reversal at 32A and 20A on the GLLD cycle.

Figure 15. Behavior of a flat cell during voltage reversal at 3.2A and 20A on the GLLD cycle.

Figure 16. Behavior of a flat cell during voltage reversal on GLLD at 3.2A and 20A on the GLLD cycle.

Figure 17. Behavior of a flat cell during voltage reversal on GLLD at 3.2A and 20A on the GLLD cycle.

Figure 18. Behavior of a flat cell during voltage reversal on GLLD at 3.2A and 20A on the GLLD cycle.

Figure 19. Behavior of a lithium excess flat cell during voltage reversal on the GLLD loads of 3.2A and 20A.
I. Introduction

The Li/SOCl₂ inorganic electrolyte system (1-4) is the highest energy density system known to date. It consists of a Li anode, a carbon cathode and SOCl₂, which acts both as a solvent and cathode active material. The electrolyte salt that has been used most extensively is LiAlCl₄, but salts such as Li₂B₁₀Cl₁₀ (5) and Li₂O(AlCl₃)₂ (6) have also been used successfully in this system for improving the shelf life characteristics.

The main objective of this program is to develop high rate Li/SOCl₂ cells and batteries for portable applications of the U. S. Army. The cells and batteries must deliver higher energy densities than are presently available and must be safe to handle under field conditions.

We carried out a detailed development (7) on the spirally wound D cell in order to establish their performance capabilities and to identify limitations in their performance and safety under various use and abuse conditions. Substantial progress was made in the correction of cell limitations. We found that spirally wound D cells approached the high rate requirements of the various U. S. Army applications more closely than do any other cell designs at the present time. We used this spirally wound D cell as a starting point and improved its rate capability to meet the requirements of two specific applications, namely the BA5590 battery for manpack radio and the battery for the GLLD Laser Designator.

We concentrated our effort on the development of the high rate spirally wound D cell during the first two quarters to determine whether it was possible for the D cell to meet the performance requirements of the GLLD Laser Designator. The results obtained in the second quarter showed that the high rate D cells could deliver eighteen (18) bursts or 5.9 A.hr/cells compared to the three (3) bursts of 1A.hr/cell realized from the presently used Ni/Cd batteries. An advantage of the D cell over other cell geometries and configurations is that the D cell can be produced at our lithium battery manufacturing plant with
only slight modifications of the existing process which is used for manufacturing spirally wound Li/\(\text{SO}_2\) \(\text{D}\) cells. The results were encouraging and we are continuing to improve the Li/\(\text{SOCl}_2\) \(\text{D}\) cell so that it can meet a variety of high rate requirements, including the GLLD application.

During the third quarter we concentrated our effort on the development of the three inch diameter flat cylindrical cell for the GLLD Laser Designator Battery. We initiated procurement of parts during the first quarter. The detailed design of the flat cell and its parts, as well as the design and fabrication of tooling needed to make the parts and cell was mostly completed during the third quarter. We have developed two types of flat cell, one is \(0.45\) inch thick while the other is \(0.90\) inch thick. The packaging efficiency of the battery with \(0.90\) inch cells is substantially higher than with \(0.45\) inch cells. Construction and performance characteristics of both types of flat cells were described in the report for the third quarter.

During the first two quarters we also examined the cell reaction mechanism using cyclic voltammetry. The information gained from this study indicated several approaches for improving both performance and safety of Li/\(\text{SOCl}_2\) cells. We evaluated the efficacy of these approaches during the third quarter and found that both performance and abuse resistance of the cells could be significantly improved by the use of additives. We evaluated some of the promising additives in the three inch diameter flat cell as well. During the fourth quarter we made additional engineering improvements to the \(0.9\) inch thick flat cell to enhance its performance. We found that the cell capacity and the abuse resistance of the \(\text{D}\) cell on the GLLD test were increased by the use of cathode additives. We also investigated the use of very long and thin electrodes to increase capacity on the GLLD test, with encouraging results.

During the fifth quarter we developed the \(\text{D}\) cell further with the aim of creating a cell design combining high capacity on the BA5590 test with the high rate performance necessary for GLLD test. This was done by increasing cathode capacity while maintaining a large electrode area. We also further defined the high rate performance of \(0.9\) inch flat cylindrical cell with impressive results.
In the sixth quarter we assembled and filled one hundred (100) cells of the D cell design selected for production during the fifth quarter. Storage life of the D cell was demonstrated by abusive storage at 72°C followed by GLLD and BA5590 tests. We further evaluated performance retention of the flat cell after storage and demonstrated the safety of the flat cell package during voltage reversal at 3.2A and 20A rates.

In the seventh quarter we have made several design changes to the electrode stacks of the flat cell primarily to improve the anode connections. Slight modifications of the can itself were also made so that the space inside the eight-cell battery package could be utilized more efficiently. We began to fabricate and stockpile all the parts needed for the assembly of about 60 cells. Forty cells will be delivered to the sponsor in the form of five 8 cell (in series) batteries. The remaining cells will be used in our laboratory to evaluate the performance of the final battery package under GLLD load. Due to the preparation of sizable amount of cell parts during this quarter, cell testing was limited to a few fresh and stored cells.
II. Laser Designator Battery

The specifications of the GLLD Laser Designator Battery are as follows:

- **Dimensions**: 2.82" x 3.75" x 9.30"
- **Voltage**: 24 nominal
  - **Maximum (OCV)**: 32V
  - **Average**: 24V
  - **End**: 20V

We considered the following types of individual cells for the above battery:

- A. 16 spirally wound D cells; 8 in series, with the two series stacks in parallel.
- B. 16 flat cells (3 inch O.D., 0.45 inch thick); 8 in series with the two series stacks in parallel.
- C. 8 flat cells (3 inch O.D., 0.90 inch thick) in series.
- D. 8 cylindrical 1.8" diameter spirally wound cells in series.

The development of the D cells and the two types of flat cell were described in the six preceding reports (8-13). The original GLLD duty cycle was: 17.5A for 0.0355 sec followed by 1.8A for 0.0145 sec; this cycle continues for 3 minutes. This constitutes one burst. This three minute cycle occurs every thirty minutes. This duty cycle has been changed by the sponsor. The new duty cycle is 20A for 0.029 sec followed by 3.2A for 0.021 sec; this cycle continues for 20 seconds every three minutes. This duty cycle is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Cell capacities on the new and old GLLD regimes are very similar, while the shorter duration of the burst gives less cell heating with the new regime.
III. The Flat Cylindrical Cell

Introduction

We have developed the flat cylindrical cell, 3 inch in diameter and 0.9 inch thick, for the GLLD Laser Designator application. Fabrication of the cathodes and anodes are described in previous reports (9-11). Details of the construction of the final package are given below. The filled cell weighs approximately 225 gm. We optimized the internal electrode structures of this cell in order to obtain the best performance on GLLD load regime. The internal impedance of the cell was extremely low thus leading to a very low cell polarization and minimum cell heating on the GLLD load. The performance of the cell, as reported in the fourth quarterly report (11) was found to be outstanding. The cell delivered 300 pulses, corresponding to a capacity of 21 A.hr at room temperature.

During the fifth quarter we evaluated the behavior of the cylindrical flat cell at low temperatures. Its performance characteristics under voltage reversal, short circuit, and high current discharge conditions were also obtained. In the sixth quarter we evaluated the capacity retention of the above flat cell both at various temperatures after room temperature storage and at room temperature after abusive storage at 72°C. We also investigated high temperature (50°C) discharge of a flat cell on the GLLD duty cycle and the safety of the flat cell during voltage reversal on the GLLD test.

In the seventh quarter we made several design changes to improve the anode connections of the flat cell. We also fabricated sufficient parts to make at least forty cells which will be delivered in the form of five GLLD batteries to the sponsor upon completion of this program. Each battery will contain eight flat cylindrical cells connected in series as shown schematically in Figure 2. We also continued cell performance testing using both fresh and stored cells during this quarter.
Experimental

We have made several design changes to the electrode stack of the flat cylindrical cell in order to improve the anode connections. The original design has been described in detail elsewhere (10). This final version differs from the "old" design in several ways. The anodes are now clamped against a solid stainless steel centerpost which has a solid stainless steel washer at the top and is threaded at the bottom. A tantalum tab is welded to this post. An exmet washer located at the top of the electrode stack is then welded to this tantalum tab. This exmet washer, as has been described in our previous reports, is buried in the top anode of the cell to complete the electrical contact between the anode and the centerpost. This arrangement is further illustrated in Figure 3. An identical piece of tantalum tab is also welded to the centerpost on the opposite side with the same exmet washer welded to it.

The sequence adopted to stack the electrodes in the flat cell is shown in Figure 4. In this final version an additional lithium washer is placed under each exmet washer to act as a spacer. Without these spacers, the electrode stack tended to become distorted during the assembly process.

Another design change involves the can itself. Originally, the center-post of the can protruded approximately 1/8" above the glass-to-metal seal in the top half of the can. This post is now flush with the top of the G/M seal as shown in Figure 5. A nickel tab welded to the end of the post is used as the negative terminal. This change was made to better utilize the space available in the eight cell battery package.

Initially, a glass-to-metal vent was built into the bottom half of the can. This vent was eliminated due to the unsatisfactory performance of such a design. The G/M seal at the top half of the can was found to be a reliable vent capable of withstanding pressures up to about 200 psig. A photograph of the final version flat cell together with a vented cell is included in this report as Figure 6.
Discharge performance characteristics of both fresh and stored cells were obtained using procedures described for the high rate D cell tests (12).

**Results and Discussion**

The voltage-time curve of two fresh flat cells built with the newly developed anode connections on GLLD duty cycles are shown in Figures 7 and 8. These cells were filled with 1.8M LiAlCl$_4$/SOCl$_2$. They were found to be capable of delivering 12.4 and 10.8 A.hrs to a 2.5V cutoff, respectively. Cell pressure rose to 40-50 psig during the discharge. Temperature of the cell was found to rise to $\sim 40^\circ$C. The second cell (Figure 8) did not perform as well as the first one (Figure 7) probably due to internal self-discharge because the cell was found to become warm during filling. Both cells showed a voltage tail at 20A in contrast to a sharp voltage drop, characteristic of Li/SOCl$_2$ cells.

These rate capabilities are significantly lower than the ones obtained previously in this program with cells of the original design. Some of those cells were capable of delivering up to 21 A.hrs on GLLD load. Therefore, we constructed and tested another cell of the original design and the result is shown in Figure 9. This "old" cell delivered 13.2 A.hrs on GLLD which is not too different from the performance of the two cells reported above. Based on these results, we concluded that the new design changes most probably did not cause the flat cell to lose its rate capability. We are reasonably confident that the new anode connections are far more superior than the original design. The decrease in rate capability must be caused by a source other than the design changes made recently. Efforts will be made, to the extent allowable without affecting the delivery schedule, to first identify and then resolve this problem in order to bring the high rate capacity of the flat cell back to 20 A.hrs.

A number of cells were placed on abusive storage at 72$^\circ$C. These cells were then tested at room temperature on GLLD duty cycles. They all showed a decrease in capacity to 2.5V and an increased capacity between 2.5V to 2.0V when compared to the performance of the fresh cells. Figure 10 shows a voltage-time curve of a cell stored at 72$^\circ$C for 2-1/2 days. It delivered 8.5 A.hrs to
2.5V and 14.6 A.hrs to 2.0V. Once again, a voltage "tail" similar to the ones observed in fresh tests is present at 20A rate. The temperature of this cell reached 50°C during discharge which is 10°C higher than what we observed with a fresh cell (Figure 7).

Three other cells stored at 72°C for 5 days were found to deliver 7.4, 6.2, and 9.9 A.hrs, respectively, to a 2.5V cutoff voltage (Figures 11-13). These cells were also capable of delivering large capacities between 2.5 to 2.0V with apparent voltage tails. The capacities of these cells to OV is almost the same as that of a fresh cell. This indicates that the coulombic capacity remained unchanged after abusive storage at 72°C.

We further investigated the safety of the flat cylindrical cell during GLLD voltage reversal. It has been established that a proper excess of lithium in the cell will greatly enhance the safety of the cell during voltage reversal. Figures 14 and 15 showed the voltage-time curves of two flat cells each originally contained 25 A.hrs of lithium. Both cells vented through the G/M seal with pressures exceeding 170 psig during voltage reversal on GLLD load. The voltage was near 0.0V at 3.2A and -0.75V at 20A when venting occurred. During reversal a vented can showed a 0.2 inch increase in can thickness due to bulging. A photograph of a vented cell is shown in Figure 6.

Three other cells originally containing 25-27 A.hrs of lithium did not vent during GLLD voltage reversal tests. The results are shown in Figures 16-18. They all show the characteristic voltage clamping of the flat cell during reversal. Cell temperature peaked at ~65°C and then equilibrated at ~30°C. Pressure of the cell was found to reach as high as 125 psig during the peak under voltage reversal and finally decreased to the 20-30 psig range.

The voltage reversal test was also carried out using a cell with a large excess of lithium (41 A.hrs) and the result is shown in Figure 19. The cell was driven deep into voltage reversal and only very temporary and modest pressure build-up and temperature increase were recorded. Voltage was found to be clamped at 0.0V at 3.2A and -0.25V at 20A, respectively, for up to 17 hours. The large excess of lithium seemed to insure a safe, uneventful voltage reversal over an indefinite period.
IV. Conclusion

During the seventh quarter of this contract we have fabricated enough parts to assemble all the flat cylindrical cells needed for the final delivery to the sponsor and the performance evaluation tests in our laboratory.

Several design changes were made to improve the anode connections to the negative terminal post inside the cell. Modifications were also made to the can itself for safety and packaging considerations.

Unfortunately, we discovered that the rate capability of the flat cells built during this quarter are significantly lower than that of the cells we built earlier in this program. It has also been established that this loss in cell capacity is most probably not caused by the recent design changes. Efforts will be made to resolve this problem in the next quarter.

The loss in cell capacity after abusive storage has once again been found to be significant. We have also re-established the safety of the flat cell configuration against venting or explosion provided that proper materials loadings are strictly obeyed in the cell.
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